
Brand New Chalet in Courchevel 
CHALET BACCHUS - LAUNCHED EARLY 2021 

 

 
Luxury ski holiday operator, Consensio Chalets launches its newest addition to their 
phenomenal chalet collection. Chalet Bacchus is a newly built chalet situated in an enviable 
position on the Belvedere piste in Courchevel Moriond. It has direct ski-in/ski-out access and 
is located a short walk from the centre of this world-famous resort. 
 
Named after the Roman God of wine, this exquisite alpine chalet with [560]m² of space 
arranged over five floors has relaxation and enjoyment at the forefront of its design. Home 
to seven unusually large en-suite bedrooms, all with balcony or terrace access, the brand-
new Bacchus accommodates 14 guests in sumptuous surrounds.  
 
Relaxation is the key focus of Chalet Bacchus, the entire lower ground floor is dedicated to a 
large spa and cinema, equipped with the latest movie theatre technology and lavish tiered 
sofas. Chalet Bacchus features a 10-metre pool and sunken jacuzzi, sauna, hammam, 
tranquil treatment room and an exterior private courtyard accessed via floor-to-ceiling 
glass-doors, allowing for a rejuvenating step into the snow.  
 
A double-height open-plan lounge with spacious dining area dominates the second floor. 
With a nod to its namesake, a large wine cellar is on display and the living area is 
complemented by full-length glass windows which flood the expansive room with light and 
panoramic mountain views. This floor also hosts a state-of-the-art kitchen, large 
contemporary bar, and the giant outdoor hot tub on the balcony overlooking the slopes is 
the cherry on the cake. 
 
With brand new modern and elegant interiors, Chalet Bacchus brings an exciting new venue 
to Courchevel Moriond, perfectly positioned to explore Les Trois Vallées. 
 
Chalet Bacchus will be available to book for early 2021 ski holidays, and costs from 
€34,125 for a week’s stay. 
 
Link to Hi-Res Artist Renderings of Chalet Bacchus 
www.consensiochalets.co.uk 

https://www.consensiochalets.co.uk/
https://www.consensiochalets.co.uk/luxury-ski/bacchus/
http://www.mediafire.com/folder/wegaib2d60nm3/Chalet_Bacchus
http://www.consensiochalets.co.uk/

